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CELEBRATE THE FULL MOON at Jet Salon, 3891 SW Hall Blvd in Beaverton, Oregon on Friday, May 8 from 3-7 PM.
Astrologer, Liz Howell will be on hand to offer mini-astrological readings, LUNA Lessons and talk about the magical
powers we are given during the full moon.

.................

May's Full Moon, is best known as the Full Flower Moon in traditional folklore, named for the abundance of spring
flowers at this time. It is also recognized in various cultures as thes Moon by the name of Corn Planting, Hare,
Budding, Milk, and in Hindu tradition, as Buddha Purnima.
Astrologically, we are all under the spell of this full moon in the sexy sign of Scorpio as it entwines itself with the sun
traveling through earthly, sensual Taurus by way of dreamy, romantic Neptune. Come explore the potency of this Full
Moon as well as the power of your own natal astrological Moon (the sign of the Moon under which you were born) as
we Celebrate Luna!
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Join us for Celebrate LUNA Festivities including:
* Love Your LUNA Astrology:

~ Enter to win a free Luna reading with Liz

* LUNA Lessons to Light the Way:

~ Commune with the inner knowing bestowed to you by YOUR Natal Moon

* Custom Astrology Reports from Celestial Living Arts:
~ Body & Soul Astrology
~ Love & Relationship Astrology
~ Child Astrology

* SolaLUNA Culinary Kits from Celestial Living Arts:

~ Find out what culinary spice blends really rock your astrological palate

* SolaLUNA Bath Therapy from Celestial Living Arts:

~ Explore which custom herbal blend will offer you a luxuriant body infusion of... Motivation, Inspiration; Relaxation,
Equanimity, Aspiration, Confidence, Clarity and Joy.
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For additional information, please contact Liz directly at:
Liz Howell | 503.888.5064 | Liz@CelestialLivingArts.com

